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Special Cause/Common Cause Redux 
 
 
 

 
First you think to yourself, ‘I should rattle off a few hundred words about special cause 
versus common cause variation’. Then you think, maybe I should re-check the state of the 
art to see what the latest thinking is. And that’s when a simple task turns into something 
more like a PhD thesis. Everywhere you turn you find different opinions about what the 
two different types of variation are or are not. The variety of answers then expands 
exponentially when it comes to advice on what to do when experiencing one or other of 
the variation types. That’s when you begin to realise, this is why no-one recognises or 
talks about special cause versus common cause variation anymore. 
 

Once you reach that point, the only way forward is to go back to first principles. Which, 
when it comes to variation, means W. Edwards Deming. And so out comes your copy of 
‘Out Of The Crisis’ (Reference 1) and the hope of a return to some kind of sanity. 
 

And, so long as you bear in mind Deming’s focus was first and foremost on production 
systems, some semblance of sanity does indeed return: ‘we shall speak of faults of the 
system as common causes of trouble, and faults from fleeting events as special causes’. 
In both cases, we only get to determine what ‘fleeting’ means once we know our system is 
in control or not. Which then means constructing some kind of a control chart. Probably 
something like this: 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Typical Control Chart  
 

Bearing in mind, Deming’s primary focus was on the (continuous) improvement of 
manufacturing systems, the majority of his thinking was devoted to the improvement of 
systems that were in control. If a system wasn’t in control, the most important job for 
management was to get it into control. Once a system is in control, diagnosing and dealing 
with special or common cause problems then becomes relatively easy: if a problem is a 
special cause problem, treat it like a special cause problem. And vice versa. Get this 
formula wrong – treat a special cause problem as though it is common cause for example 
– and the only sure result is that your action will make things worse. 
 

Still one of the iconic illustrations of these rules is Deming’s Funnel Experiment. In the 
experiment, a point on a table is designated as the target. A funnel is then placed a few 
centimetres above the target and a player (‘worker’) drops a marble into the funnel. The 
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spot where the marble comes to rest on the table is marked. The player retrieves the 
marble and drops it into the funnel again. This sequence is repeated typically 50 times. 
 

The experiment supervisor, as in a manufacturing process, is seeking to minimise 
variation. Ideally, in other words, all the marble drops will result in a spot marked as close 
to the designated target point. In an attempt to reduce the variation, the supervisor 
instructs the player to try a number of different strategies, in each case, as in any good 
experimental practice, keeping everything else – like the height of the funnel – fixed: 

1) Leave the position of the funnel fixed directly above the target, no adjustment 
2) For each marble drop, measure the position of the resting point of the marble 

relative to the target, ‘z’, then move the funnel the opposite distance, ‘-z’, from its 
last position. 

3) As 2) but move the funnel distance z from the target  
4) Set the funnel at each drop right over the spot where the previous drop came to 

rest. 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the typical results of doing these four experiments: 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Typical Funnel Experiment Results 
 

The outcome of the experiment invariably shows that the first strategy is the one that 
produces the lowest variation. Strategy 2) produces a stable output, but will typically 
deliver double the variance of Strategy 1). The other two strategies will cause the system 
to rapidly become unstable and ‘explode’. 
 

The Funnel Experiment represents a classic case of an ‘in control’ system. This means the 
variation of the marble rest positions is completely due to random factors – tiny 
irregularities in the spheroidicity of the marble, for example, or small variations in the 
smoothness of the surface of the funnel and/or the table top, or how consistently the 
player’s fingers released the marble. By instructing the player to adopt the strategies 2-4, 
the supervisor was essentially then breaking the common-cause/special-cause rule, since 
each of these strategies was making the erroneous assumption that the variation was due 
to special causes. They were, in Deming’s words, ‘tampering’ with the system. 
 

Given that ‘the system’ in this case effectively comprises only the fixed-height funnel, the 
marble, the table-top and how the player releases the marble, only changes to these 
things will serve to reduce the overall variation that results. 
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According to Deming, once a system is, like the Funnel Experiment set-up, ‘in control’, 
94% of the problems that occur will be common cause problems. i.e. the variation will be 
due purely to random effects. As summarised in Figure 3, the right strategy for reducing 
these problems is for management to work on the system reduce this random variation 
(reduce the height of the funnel, for example, or change the surface of the table from flat 
to slightly concave). 
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If a variation or mistake is a COMMON CAUSE problem (94%),

(management) work on the system to reduce variation

If variation or mistake is a COMMON CAUSE problem,

do not allow the problem to deflect attention from getting the system in control

If a problem is a SPECIAL CAUSE problem (6%),

(management) don’t attempt to solve by changing the system

(affected individuals) explore potential individual remedies as quickly as possible

If a problem is a SPECIAL CAUSE problem,

(management) collate and look for patterns that will accelerate getting the system in control

(affected individuals) develop and validate solutions as quickly as possible
 

 

Figure 3: System In/Out Of Control, Special/Common Cause Recommended Actions  
 

For the other 6% of ‘special cause’ situations, management should not do anything to try 
and change the system. Rather they should allow the affecting or affected individuals to 
explore potential individual remedies. Here, taking a different example, I might chose to 
construct a control chart to see how long it takes me to drive to the local shop and back. 
We live in a quiet rural area, so the variation in journey time is relatively low – 5 minutes 
plus or minus 15 seconds (not that I’ve actually measured it!). In week three, I get stuck 
behind a farmer having difficulty reversing his combine-harvester into one of his fields and 
my journey ends up taking 15 minutes. Way more than three standard deviations away 
from the 5 minute average journey time. This incident therefore represents a classic 
special cause problem. And so I really shouldn’t allow myself to spend any time getting out 
the Ordnance Survey maps to plot a different route to the shop, or any other strategy to re-
think my journey. Any such strategies will only serve to make my average journey time 
longer. The only thing that might end up delivering an overall improvement here would be 
for the combine-harvester driver to get better at reversing large objects through not much 
bigger gates.  
 

In another situation, a client introduced a bicycle to help speed the transit time between 
two warehouse buildings situated a few hundred metres apart. Everything was going well, 
until, a couple of months after the bike’s introduction, someone fell off and grazed their 
knee. As a result of which, it was decided that there was a need to introduce a bicycle 
riding user-guide. Moreover, a guide that anyone who wanted to use the bike in the future 
was expected to have not just read, but signed a piece of paper to say they had read. 
Here's a classic case of treating a special cause problem like it was common cause. The 
system was in control (in that only people that know how to cycle would think to use the 
bike), and, as in life, occasionally people fall off their bike. Treating the inevitable eventual 
accident like it was a problem of the system only ended up making the system worse. As 
was discovered another couple of months later when another accident occurred, and in 
their desire to demonstrate they were doing something to address the problem, 
management issued a new call to audit the user-guide and consider insisting that people 
could only use the bikes if they had passed a cycling proficiency test. 
 

Figure 3 also tries to do something that Deming doesn’t specifically do, and that is to 
provide some advice for situations where a system is not in control. From Deming’s 
perspective, the only real advice for these ‘out of control’ situations is ‘get into control’. 
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And there is nothing wrong with this. For the sort of manufacturing operations Deming was 
involved with, an out of control situation was likely just a very transient state found only at 
the time when a system was being commissioned. For innovator’s or project managers, on 
the other hand, almost every situation is ‘out of control’. Simply because, by definition, 
we’re trying to do something that hasn’t been done before. This is the difference between 
Red World and Green World (Reference 2). The likelihood of out-of-control system 
problems being of the common-cause variety is difficult to quantify. From personal 
experience, they are certainly possible, but are likely a relatively low percentage (I was 
tempted to reverse the 94/6 ratio found by Deming for the in-control case, but ultimately 
felt that was probably a tad too convenient). In any event, it may well be that whoever is 
supervising the out-of-control system may not be able to establish that it is common cause 
or not. The right thing for that supervisor to be doing in either situation, is not take their 
eye off the ball and keep working to get the system into control. 
 

In the more likely case that problems occurring within out-of-control systems are ‘special 
cause’ two more specific types of solution strategy are required: for managers those 
strategies involve looking for patterns amongst all the myriad other problems that are 
inevitably occurring, and for those directly involved in the problems themselves, to set 
about solving them as quickly as possible. In effect the combination of these two is what 
we mean when we talk about ‘managing the unknowns’ (Reference 3). 
 

Okay. So far so good. We’ve taken quite a while to get to Figure 3, but if, like me you have 
a knot in your stomach and are thinking there’s something not quite right in all of this, I 
think here’s where we get to the real crux of this article. There is indeed something not 
quite right. 
 

The crux of the problem, I believe, is that Deming fell into the same trap that Dave 
Snowden allowed himself to fall into with his Cynefin framework. Both were intimately 
interested in systems and constructed their theories accordingly. The insight that allowed 
us to transform the useful ideas found in Cynefin into something that was genuinely 
insightful and moreover actionable was the Stafford Beer Viable System Model. Which 
basically recognises that systems always form nested hierarchies. Every system, in other 
words, contains sub-systems that also need to meet certain criteria in order to be ‘viable’. 
And, more important here, every system is in turn a viable element of higher-level super-
system, or ‘meta-system’. 
 

In dealing with manufacture systems, Deming made the implicit assumption that 
everything that happened within or around an enterprise outside of this system was out of 
control and therefore needed to be treated as random. While this is certainly a plausible 
assumption, it is certainly not the only scenario. As illustrated in Figure 4, if we stay with 
the in-control/out-of-control split, the meta-system around whatever we’ve decided our 
system is, can be one or other of those two states:  
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Figure 4: System/Meta-System Control Matrix  
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So, what is the significance of this picture? Well, one of the first is it forces us to think 
about higher-level systems and whether they might be in control or not. That in itself is, I 
propose, an important shift in perspective. It also turns out to have quite a lot to do with 
the job of innovating. 
 

Figure 5 shows how a typical innovative leap from one s-curve to the next maps onto the  
System/Meta-System Matrix:  
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Figure 5: Innovation Journey Mapped Onto System/Meta-System Matrix  
 

Per Deming’s implicit assumption, when our system is at the top of it’s current s-curve, 
everything within the system is in control and has been fully optimised. The only way 
forward when we find ourselves in this situation and need to make further improvement is 
to make the brave decision to jump off our s-curve, first of all into the so-called ‘special 
world’ of Joseph Campbell (Reference 4), as described by point 2. This special world is 
where everything is likely to be out of control and therefore likely chaotic. We get out of 
this chaos when we learn enough about the meta-system that surrounds us to be able to 
identify a potentially exciting new solution. This is point 3, the start of the next s-curve. Our 
innovation job at this point becomes one of getting past the Tipping Point (Reference 4) to 
point 4. In other words, the journey from 3 to 4 is all about bringing our new system into 
control. By the time we reach point 4, everything should feel good – we’re in control and 
so is our surrounding meta-system. If we knew any better, this is where we’d like to stay 
forever. Only that’s not the way the world works. Firstly, the demands of continuous 
improvement (thanks, Deming!) are going to encourage management to look for 
progressively more efficiencies. Which, to date, seems to mean that we increasingly stop 
looking outside and focus instead at all those things within our system that are within our 
direct control. There’s nothing inherent about this type of internal focus, but the way most 
organisations are managed mean that it might just as well be. One of the key ‘wastes’ in 
the Lean way of thinking, for example, ask managers to consider the waste of ‘lost 
customers’. But more often the manager tasked with waste elimination is attached to 
Production and not to Sales & Marketing, and so as soon as they realise they have no 
control over what happens in these other silos, they conclude that there’s nothing they can 
do to prevent lost customers and hence remove it from their list of candidate waste 
contributors. Mature organisations in other words, tend to optimise their parts rather than 
the whole. Until we become so inward looking that we find ourselves back at point 5, and 
meta-system-wise, out of control again. 
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The innovation connection is hopefully a useful one, but it still leaves me with some of the 
knotted stomach, something not quite right, feeling. A feeling that only disappears when I 
look to shortcut the Figure 5 journey and think about challenging Deming’s implicit 
assumption that the meta-system is out-of-control and instead contemplate that we can 
make improvements to our in-control system by examining what might also be in control in 
the meta-system – i.e. the blue arrow in Figure 6: 
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Figure 6: Looking For System Improvements In The In-Control Meta-System  

 

Not everything in the systems around us, in other words, are necessarily random. 
Reversing combine-harvesters don’t appear randomly, they appear – completely 
predictably – at harvest time. In the same way that bicycle accidents also don’t happen 
completely randomly. They happen when the roads are busy with other traffic. Or when its 
raining or snowing. Or when the days are shorter and it’s dark outside. 
 

The point being that there’s an element of management advice missing in Deming’s 
writings: when our system is in control, and apparently ‘special cause’ problems occur, it 
may well be the case that they’re only ‘special’ in the context of our specific system. They 
may well be common cause from the meta-system perspective, and if that’s the case our 
job is to make sure we understand what’s in control and what isn’t, and apply the right – 
Figure 3 – solution strategy accordingly.  
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The Science Contradiction? 
 

 

 
 

A friend Tweeted this picture. Me being me, I immediately Tweeted back, ‘at the start of  
every Hero movie there's a scientist with an evil plan’, which almost as quickly, my friend 
conceded was also true. Just before he said, ‘I thought you – of all people – would be on 
the side of science’. This took me back a bit. I am on the side of science. But I’m also on 
the side of not wanting to get trapped into echo chambers. Especially ones full of other 
scientists. If there’s an echo chamber I want to find myself stuck in, it’s the one for people 
who are on the side of contradiction-solving. Which, hopefully, one day will be an echo 
chamber that everyone will realise they need to be in too if the world is ever going to get 
back to the idea of solving problems rather than making them worse. 
 

Meanwhile, thinking about this accidentally revealed good-scientist/bad-scientist 
contradiction, I decided to explore further. Initially by drawing this picture: 
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Figure 1: The Science Contradiction?  
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Forgetting my flippant ‘evil plan’ comment – I was just being my usual contrary asshole 
self, right? – what I found myself looking at was a bubble map that told me all my instincts 
about science being inevitably ‘good’, and that more science was inevitably ‘better’ were in 
danger of not being as true as I thought they were. Turning the contradiction story on its 
head for a second, the presence of a more/less science contradiction implied that there 
was such a thing as an ‘optimum’ level of science. In other words, it ought to be possible 
to construct a Goldilocks Curve. Something like this: 
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Figure 2: ‘Optimum’ Science Goldilocks Curve    

 
How to resolve this one? 
By way of a start, I turned to a 2x2 matrix that I think has been the one that has given me 
a whole bunch of aha moments since I first drew a version a couple of years ago. The 2x2 
matrix built around the idea that just because something is scientifically correct, does not 
necessarily mean that it is ‘true’. Here’s a recent version of this matrix: 
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Figure 3: True/Correct Matrix  
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What this matrix says in relation to the more-science/less-science contradiction is not so 
much that having ‘too much’ science is bad, but that having too much more science than 
‘art’ is when things start going wrong.  
 

As usual with these 2x2 matrices, the place to be – the solved contradiction if you like – is 
the top-right hand corner. The place where we achieve truth and scientific correctness. 
The place where both are achieved in the right balance. 
 

Looking again at Figure 2, it then becomes clear that there’s nothing that means that an 
excess of science must inevitably lead to ‘evil plans’. Even if it did feel instinctively true… 
which probably only means that I watch too many Hollywood movies. In any event, it felt 
more appropriate to re-frame that Figure to reflect the idea that it is not so much the 
absolute level of science that’s the problem, so much as having the wrong 
truth/correctness ratio. Something like this: 
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Figure 4: Optimum Art/Science Ratio Goldilocks Curve 

 
There. That wasn’t so difficult. Now all society needs to do is burst the liberal arts and 
science/engineering bubbles. Get both sides of that contradiction to see that we only make 
progress when we all shift from the or to the and. Adding a little bit of Reference 1 into the 
mix might also help. If you have a desire to explore further. 
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Not So Funny –  ‘Temporary Fixes Are Neither’ Top 5 
 
 
People are improvisers. Resourceful improvisers. Albeit usually suffering from 
psychological inertia. In that, when we look at the temporary fixes people make, they tend 
to use the same Inventive Principles over and over again. Top of the list – no surprise – 
Principle 35, Parameter Change: 
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Next up, Principle 5, Merging… 
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Principle 24, Intermediary… 
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Principle 17, Another Dimension… 
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Principle 1, Segmentation… 
 

 
 
 
Easy when you know how. 
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Patent of the Month – Splitting CO2 
 
 

 
 

Patent of the month this month comes from the California Institute of Technology. 
US11,084,722 was granted to a pair of inventors at the Institute on August 10. I’m not sure 
how relevant the patent is to solving the potential climate-change related implications of 
their solution, but whether it turns out to be important in that role or not, it makes for a 
good limit test of the Contradiction Matrix. Here’s the problem being solved as described 
by the inventors:  

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a symmetric linear triatomic molecule, wherein carbon atom is covalently 
bound to two oxygen atoms via strong double bonds. Trace amounts of CO2, a colorless gas, 
occur naturally in the Earth's atmosphere, wherein its current concentration is .about.0.04% (405 
ppm) by volume, having risen from pre-industrial levels of 280 ppm. However, despite a seemingly 
low concentration, CO2 gas is the main contributor to the atmospheric greenhouse effect, and, 
therefore, is of major concern to humanity, especially in view of the alarmingly rapid increases of 
its atmospheric concentration in recent decades. Consequently, various technologies for CO2 

sequestration from the Earth's atmosphere are currently being investigated and pursued, although 
no definitive solution has been found to date. 

In contrast, dioxygen gas (O2) is the basis of life on Earth and is rather abundant in the 
atmosphere. However, an oxygen-rich atmosphere is quite unique to Earth, because, although 
elemental oxygen is the third most abundant element in the universe, its molecular dioxygen form 
is very rare. Specifically, in contrast to Earth, where oxygenic photosynthesis has made O2 

abundant, interstellar and cometary oxygen atoms are chemically bound to other elements in 
compounds such as H2O, CO2, CO, silicates, and metal oxides, making the release of O2 from 
these reservoirs difficult and energetically very expensive. As such, only tenuous amounts of 
dioxygen are found elsewhere in our solar system, e.g., in the moons of Jupiter and Saturn and on 
Mars; in fact, the abundance of molecular oxygen has been suggested as a promising biomarker. 
Accordingly, efficient generation of O2 from CO2 is particularly desirable for space travel to Mars, 
Venus, and other planetary bodies with CO2-rich atmospheres. 

Here’s a problem that we can examine at two different levels. The problem as expressed 
might be thought of as a desire to extract large amounts of 02 being hampered by the 
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amount of (molecular) force required to separate the oxygen from the CO2, but, at a 
deeper level, the desire to achieve the required force is hampered by the innate stability of 
the CO2 molecular bonds. Both would work. As a general rule, however, the further down 
into the hierarchy of a problem we dig – the closer we get to the ‘root contradiction’ in 
other words – the more likely we’ll find a solution to our problem. Here’s what the deeper-
dive problem looks like in this case when we map it onto the Contradiction Matrix: 

 

Here, meanwhile, is the solution developed by the inventors, as detailed in the first Claim 
of the patent: 

A method for splitting carbon dioxide into molecular oxygen and carbon, comprising accelerating 
carbon dioxide molecules against a solid surface at an incident angle such that the carbon dioxide 
molecules have kinetic energy E.sub.0 of between 10 and 300 eV at collision against the solid 
surface, wherein the solid surface comprises an atom with atomic mass larger than 16 Dalton or 
an oxide of a smaller element. 

Which makes for a rather iconic illustration of Inventive Principle 21, ‘Hurrying’ (‘conduct 
an action at very high speed…’).  

Principle 21 doesn’t feature very often in the Matrix. Interestingly, regarding this invention, 
if we shift from our deep-dive modelling of the conflict back up to the surface level problem 
of Amount of Substance versus Compatibility, we also see Principle 21 amongst the list of 
recommendations. 

Anyone wishing to explore the solution in more detail, might find this link an easier read 
than the detailed description found in the patent: 

https://www.caltech.edu/about/news/caltech-chemical-engineer-explains-oxygen-mystery-
comets-61080  

Worth keeping an eye on. 

https://www.caltech.edu/about/news/caltech-chemical-engineer-explains-oxygen-mystery-comets-61080
https://www.caltech.edu/about/news/caltech-chemical-engineer-explains-oxygen-mystery-comets-61080
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Best of the Month –  The Utopia Of Rules 
 
 

 
 

The inexorable rise of bureaucracy in four-and-a-half chapters. Say hello to David 
Graeber, American anthropologist and self-proclaimed anarchist activist. His influential 
work in economic anthropology, particularly his books Debt: The First 5000 Years (2011) 
and Bullshit Jobs (2018), and his leading role in the Occupy movement, have earned him 
recognition as one of the foremost anthropologists and left-wing thinkers of our time. 
Either of those classics could have found their way into this part of the ezine. We’ve 
chosen 2015’s The Utopia Of Rules as our Best of the Month this month, though, because 
it has more to say on the subject of innovation than Graeber’s other work. Or rather it has 
more to say on why most people don’t like or want innovation than his other work. 
 

That story sits at the core of the third – and probably best – of the four and a half essays, 
‘The Utopia Of Rules, or Why We Really Love Bureaucracy After All’. In my best attempt 
to summarise a (few) thousand words in a picture, the essence of Graeber’s thesis here is 
as follows: 
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The idea starts with Graeber’s distinction between ‘play’ and ‘games’, and an exploration 
of why the former is equated with child-like behaviour and ‘games’ become the rule-bound 
adult version of play. The latter being the polar opposite of play. Why do adults like 
games? Answer because they allow us to eliminate much of the ambiguity and uncertainty 
of the real world. In this context play is bad; games are good. Seen in this light, 
bureaucracy may be seen as the primary means of ensuring society functions. Up to a 
point, Graeber argues, this is true. When bureaucracy turns into ‘bureaucratic populism’ 
(or, as recently heard in parts of the UK media regarding BoJo The Clown’s attempts at 
governance, ‘sado-populism’), the only result is the death of innovation. One might go so 
far as to say that one of the primary purposes of bureaucracy is to ensure that innovation 
doesn’t happen. 
 

The most important thing for me here is Graeber’s insight that what ultimately lies behind 
the mass appeal of bureaucracy is ‘fear of play’. If Graeber had known some TRIZ/SI he 
might have been able to take that important idea and express it as a contradiction. 
Something like this: 
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Here we see that a better definition of Graeber’s ‘Utopia Of Rules as the point where 
society possesses just the right number of rules. Or, pushed a little further, ‘just the right 
number’ means the identification and adoption of the requisite number of principles. 
Beyond the ’Utopia’ peak of the effectiveness curve, is the place where these principles 
have been extended to incorporate increasing numbers of surplus-to-requirements, 
freedom-impairing rules and regulations. Perhaps the insight for innovators here is the 
need to manage that Utopia point. Or maybe it is the recognition that the first job is to stem 
peoples’ fear of play (something that our TRIZmeta playing-cards are designed to achieve 
as it happens… we should have mentioned Graeber’s thesis in the promotional material!) 
 

The ’Utopia of Rules’ essay is the longest in the book. As such it alone likely justifies a 
purchase decision: fifty pages of inspired reframing of societal norms. Second best of the 
rest of the book is the first essay, ‘The Iron Law Of Liberalism and the era of Total 
Bureaucratization’, which sets the scene for the smothering mass of bureaucracy we all 
now find ourselves surrounded by. The Iron Law of Liberalism itself states the second key 
contradiction that forms the overall thesis of the book: 
 

‘any market reform, any government initiative intended to reduce red-tape and promote 
market forces will have the ultimate effect of increasing the total number of regulations, the 
total amount of paperwork, and the total number of bureaucrats the government employs.’ 
 

If you enjoy getting angry at the world, this first essay is probably the one for you. One of 
the key rules inside the SI Team is that any individual is allowed to moan and vent about 
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whatever subject they like for two minutes. At the end of those two-minutes, if you haven’t 
started to do something to rectify the situation, your only job is to shut-up. With that two-
minute rule in mind, essay number two, ‘Dead Zones of the Imagination, (An Essay on 
Structural Stupidity)’ says that one of the key underpinning causes of structural stupidity is 
violence. Violence in the sense that we all of us tend to go along with the whims of the 
bureaucrats largely because if we don’t, we’re going to find ourselves in trouble with ‘the 
authorities’. Solve the violence problem and you solve the bureaucracy problem. 
 

While Graeber is convincing about violence as a root contradiction, because he doesn’t 
appreciate that contradictions are there to be solved, this third essay, while insightful in 
terms of highlighting the problem, perhaps leaves the reader hanging. Essay number 
three, ‘Of Flying Cars and the Declining Rate of Profit’ does more of the same. This time 
the focus being on how bureaucracy is leading to mankind’s increasing failure to innovate. 
Or rather – and here’s the insight – that today’s Silicon Valley lead innovation activity has 
seen a sea-change in focus from putting people on the Moon to putting people into a high-
surveillance, digitalised version of the Moon. And, I guess, other worlds too. Digital 
innovation in other words, has solved exactly the wrong kind of contradiction, one in which 
the world’s innovation talent has been devoted to digitalising bureaucracy rather than 
getting on with the job of creating flying cars, curing cancer and doing something about 
climate change. Ultimately, probably not a good swap. 
 

And so, finally, to the book’s half-chapter final ‘appendix’ essay, ‘On Batman and the 
Problem Of Constituent Power’. A simultaneously funny and depressing diatribe on the 
mysterious rise of the big-budget superhero movie. Here’s where we learn why 
superheroes are always reactive rather than proactive. They always eventually solve the 
problem, but, with all the powers they have, why don’t they get off their backsides and 
solve the big problems? Answer: because that’s what the pro-active baddie character they 
have to stop has been doing. Superhero movies, in other words, teach us that innovators 
are evil, and that heroes are the ones that stop them from innovating. Damn. Another one 
for the ‘contradictions to be solved’ pile. 
 
 
Graeber’s last opus, ‘The Dawn of Everything: A New History of Humanity’ will be 
published in October. 
David Graeber (February 12, 1961 – September 2, 2020), RIP. 
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Wow In Music - Lucky 
 
 

 
 

Andrew Lewis Taylor (born 20 January 1966) is a British multi-instrumentalist musician, 
born and raised in London, England. He started in the music business as a guitarist 
touring with the psychedelic Edgar Broughton Band. As Lewis Taylor, he released his self-
titled album in 1996, through Island Records. The album showcased a significant 
departure from psychedelia towards neo soul and was highly acclaimed. As is often the 
case with anything attracting the ‘highly acclaimed’ label, the album became one that 
‘everybody talked about but few bought’. As such, there’s something of an irony in 
choosing the opening track of that album, ‘Lucky’, as our wow-of-the-month, Lewis Taylor 
being something close to the unluckiest man in popular music. He released four more 
albums, each selling less than the previous one, before retiring his solo career in 2002, 
and his involvement with the music business in 2006. I could’ve chosen almost any track 
from any of his five albums in this feature. Lewis Taylor is another of those rare individuals 
that that simply oozes music. I saw him play one time in a tiny club in Bath, stood in the 
front row with the hairs on the back of my neck tingling from the opening song to the last. 
 

As it happens, going right back to the beginning seemed about right. Lucky was the first 
that many people heard of Lewis Taylor. And in the song you can hear the pleasure Taylor 
takes in playing with vocal eccentricities he’s borrowed from Curtis Mayfield, Stevie 
Wonder, Michael Jackson, James Brown, and others. The acrobatics of his voice are 
generic, but they play on the surface of a much darker, deeply complex musical mis en 
scene. Taylor’s genius was to bring a (Principle 5) edge of ominous psychedelia to his 
soul music, creating an aural equivalent of the heart in turmoil. All the time, he proves 
himself the absolute master of Inventive Principle 12. A lot of what makes us enjoy music 
is the periodic build-up and release of tension. Lucky, in this sense, serves as something 
of a tension control masterclass. The long build-up and drawn-out climax are gripping and 
cinematic. The layers of melody and feeling pile up to evoke a profound sense of longing, 
what aficionados of flamenco (or Miles Davis) might call ‘duende’. Check out a live 
rendition of the song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EHsLiJP2qg) and feel the 
tension build up for well over two minutes before the drummer is allowed to stop the 
rimshots and actually hit the snare drum your dancing feet have been waiting for since the 
funky, syncopated (Principle 19) opening hook. The snare releases some of the tension, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EHsLiJP2qg
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but we have to wait another minute, before the tension is fully released in the form of 
Taylor’s simultaneously explosive and transcendental guitar solo. Borderline genius. 
 

One of the best things I read this year – and another reason for choosing to write about 
Lucky now – is that Lewis Taylor is back in the studio and making a new record. It would 
make my year if it turns out to be a big success, righting a wrong over 25 years in the 
making. Come on in, Principle 12, your time is up. 
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Investments –  Human Body Communication 
 
 

 
 
Modern portable devices are the result of great progress in miniaturization and wireless 
communications. Now that these devices can be made even smaller and lighter without 
loss of functionality, it's likely that a great part of next-generation electronics will revolve 
around wearable technology. However, for wearables to truly transcend portables, we will 
need to rethink the way in which devices communicate with each other as "wireless body 
area networks" (or WBANs). The usual approach of using an antenna to radiate signals 
into the surrounding area while hoping to reach a receiver won't cut it for wearables. But, 
this method of transmission not only demands a lot of energy but can also be unsafe from 
a cybersecurity standpoint. Moreover, the human body itself also constitutes a large 
obstacle because it absorbs electromagnetic radiation and blocks signals. 
 

But what alternatives do we have for wearable technology? One promising approach is 
"human body communication" (HBC), which involves using (very TRIZ-like) the body itself 
as a medium to transmit signals. The main idea is that some electric fields can propagate 
inside the body very efficiently without leaking to the surrounding area. By interfacing skin-
worn devices with electrodes, we can enable them to communicate with each other using 
relatively lower frequencies than those used in conventional wireless protocols like 
Bluetooth. However, even research on HBC began over two decades, this technology 
hasn't been put to use on a large scale. 
 

To explore the full potential of HBC, researchers from Japan, including Dr. Dairoku 
Muramatsu from Tokyo University of Science and Professor Ken Sasaki from The 
University of Tokyo focused on using HBC for a yet unexplored use: binaural hearing aids. 
Such hearing aid devices come in pairs -- one for each ear -- and greatly improve 
intelligibility and sound localization for the wearer by communicating with each other to 
adapt to the sound field. Because these hearing aids are in direct contact with the skin, 
they made for a perfect candidate application for HBC. In a recent study, which was 
published in the journal Electronics, the researchers investigated, through detailed 
numerical simulations, how electric fields emitted from an electrode in one ear distribute 
themselves in the human head and reach a receiving electrode on the opposite ear, and 
whether it could be leveraged in a digital communication system. In fact, the researchers 
had previously conducted an experimental study on HBC with real human subjects, the 
results of which were also published in Electronics. 
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Using human-body models of different degrees of complexity, the researchers first 
determined the best representation to ensure accurate results in their simulations and then 
Once this was settled, they proceeded to explore the effects of various system parameters 
and characteristics, as Dr. Muramatsu puts it, "We calculated the input impedance 
characteristics of the transceiver electrodes, the transmission characteristics between 
transceivers, and the electric field distributions in and around the head. In this way, we 
clarified the transmission mechanisms of the proposed HBC system." Finally, with these 
results, they determined the best electrode structure out of the ones they tested. They also 
calculated the levels of electromagnetic exposure caused by their system and found that it 
would be completely safe for humans, according to modern safety standards. 
 

Overall, this study showcases the potential of HBC and extends the applicability of this 
promising technology. After all, hearing aids are but one of all modern head-worn wireless 
devices. For example, HBC could be implemented in wireless earphones to enable them 
to communicate with each other using far less power. Moreover, because the radio waves 
used in HBC attenuate quickly outside of the body, HBC-based devices on separate 
people could operate at similar frequencies in the same space without causing noise or 
interference. "With our results, we have made great progress towards reliable, low-power 
communication systems that are not limited to hearing aids but also applicable to other 
head-mounted wearable devices. Not just this, accessories such as earrings and piercings 
could also be used to create new communication systems," concludes Dr. Muramatsu. 
 
 
Read more: 
Dairoku Muramatsu, Ken Sasaki. Transmission Analysis in Human Body Communication 
for Head-Mounted Wearable Devices. Electronics, 2021; 10 (10): 1213 DOI: 
10.3390/electronics10101213 
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Generational Cycles –  Influential Film Directors 
 
 

 
 
Film nerds might like to check out an intriguing piece of film research, ‘Identification of key 
films and personalities in the history of cinema from a Western perspective’, available 
online at https://appliednetsci.springeropen.com/articles/10.1007/s41109-018-0105-0. 
 

Judging the quality of films has always been a fairly subjective affair, with box-office 
receipts usually being the main measurement. Probably because it is a parameter that is 
easy to measure rather than being in any way meaningful. The authors of this paper have 
tried to go a step further by taking an idea from the world of patents and academic 
literature. The influence of a patent or journal paper, this world tells us, is strongly 
correlated to how frequently it is (positively) cited by subsequent inventors and authors. In 
the world of film-making, there hasn’t previously been any formal means of recording this 
kind of ‘citation index’. At least not directly. Some film directors are clearly influenced by 
others though. We can establish these kinds of connection by collating interviews with film 
directors and hear about their influences that way. Or we can collate film reviews and see 
how often critics mention the fact that a recent film has ‘Hitchcockian undertones’ or 
emerges from the ‘Kurasawa school’. The hard work is collating all the data. Once you’ve 
done it, however, calculating and compiling ‘influence’ of a given director or the ranking of 
the films they left behind. Here, for interest is the Top 20 most influential directors: 
 

 

https://appliednetsci.springeropen.com/articles/10.1007/s41109-018-0105-0
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And here’s what happens when we take the influence and ranking data and plot it relative 
to the various Generation archetypes each director belongs to: 
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If there was no Generational effect, we ought to expect that each of the four Strauss & 
Howe archetypes would be equally represented. Rather, we find that, when it comes to 
influence on other directors, those born in the Nomad archetype (actually ‘Lost 
Generation’ – born 1883-1900) account for almost 2/3 of all the influence. This may, of 
course, be at least partly due to the fact that this is the generation of directors that just 
happened to be born at a time in history when moving pictures had been invented? Then 
again, the originators of the artform could just as easily have made bad films as good 
ones, so there is likely something of significance in the data. 
 

The bias towards Nomad directors is slightly less pronounced when it comes to the 
highest ranked films part of the chart (orange bars). What’s perhaps most significant here 
is that the Artist Generation is the second most dominant – Artists and Nomads tending to 
be allies of one another, and ‘Artists, as their name implies, are more likely to create great 
art. When it comes to the ranking measurement, when we add the points of these two 
generations together, they make up over 2/3 of the overall ranking scores.  
 

Both cohorts, too, tend to get the toughest life when placed in generational history. Which 
basically means, directors of these two cohorts may not have earned the best living. But 
that they at least had the – possibly posthumous – pleasure of knowing they had the 
biggest influence on the subsequent generations that made the most money from their 
films. ‘You can’t take it with you,’ as they say. 
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Biology –  Pennsylvania Meadow Vole 
 
 
 

 
 
Like a lot of small mammals, the best breeding strategy seems to involve making lots 
more small mammals in the hope that a large enough proportion will survive long enough 
to be able to make the next generation on small mammals. This means breeding 
throughout the year. Which in the case of meadow voles in Pennsylvania means 
experiencing a problem: voles born in the summer months arrive into a somewhat different 
world to the ones born in winter. Specifically, what is different is temperature. In summer it 
is hot, and in winter is cold. The vole’s main defence against adverse temperature is fur, 
and, ideally, in summer the vole possesses less fur than it does in winter. But how to know 
what time of year it is? 
 

Here’s what that problem looks like when mapped onto the Contradiction Matrix: 
 

 
 

As to how the problem is solved – and it’s pretty amazing that it does get solved! – the 
most visible part is that infant voles born in summer are born with much shorter fur than 
those born in winter. Let’s call that a Principle 3, Local Quality solution. Or maybe Principle 
19, Periodic Action. 
 

Less visibly, how does the growing vole foetus know to grow more or less fur? Answer 
part 1, Principle 10, Preliminary Action: the pregnant mother knows what time of year it is 
and sends the appropriate fur on/off signals to the growing babies. Answer part 2, 
Principle 24, Intermediary, the signalling mechanism is melatonin levels, which are higher 
at night… in winter the nights are longer, ergo, more of the hormone is produced, and 
more of it passes through the placenta to the growing pups, instructing them to step-up the 
fur production. Nature. Don’t you just love it? 
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News 
 
TRIZCON2021 
Following up on last month’s heads-up, this year’s TRIZCON is confirmed for 5 and 6 
October. As last year, it will be a virtual event. Darrell’s submitted presentation title is, ‘Too 
Far Ahead Of A Too-Slow Parade: The TRIZ Contradiction’. Details about registration now 
available at www.aitriz.org.  
 
Copenhagen 
Covid-waves permitting, Darrell will be at DTU again to teach on the EMBA programme. 
The week of 18-23 October is when it will happen, with the 22nd and 23rd specifically 
reserved for the University. If anyone in or around the city is interested in having Darrel 
come and do something with them on any of the other days, please contact him directly. 
 
North America 
Talking of travel, Darrell’s only other likely physical travel outside ‘Global Britain’ (ha!) this 
year looks like being a trip to the North-West part of the North American continent. 
Probably at the beginning of November, but possibly mid-December. Again, if anyone in 
the region has an interest in having him visit, please contact him directly.  
 
26 October 
A quick reminder about the Systematic Innovation Network Jamboree Event scheduled for 
October 26. We’re planning to devote part of the session to presentations from different 
parts of the SI community, whether users of developers. If you’re interested in contributing 
something – a case-study, for example, or work you’ve done to evolve and advance one of 
the tools – please get in touch to organise a slot. 
 

http://www.aitriz.org/
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New Projects 
This month’s new projects from around the Network: 

Agriculture – Innovation Project Management Workshops 
Agriculture – Long-Term Product Roadmap Development 
Agriculture – Consumer Anthropology Project 
Agriculture – Concept Design Project 
Conglomerate – SI/DT Bespoke Reference Book 
Conglomerate – LMS Development 
Electronics – Talent Development Workshops 
Agriculture – Process Innovation Project 
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